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36BP
5” x 14” Dyna-Sonic

with Beavertail Lugs
in Black Diamond Pearl

37RO
6.5” x 14” Dyna-Sonic
with Beavertail Lugs
in Red Onyx

36BLO
5” x 14” Dyna-Sonic
with Beavertail Lugs

in Blue Onyx

Current Dyna-Sonic finishes - available in both 5” and 6.5” drums:
Blue Onyx

BLO

Black Diamond Pearl

BP

White Marine Pearl

WMP

Red Onyx

RO

Unbound Dynamic Expression...
If you’ve never tried a Rogers Dyna-Sonic drum, you have yet 
to experience what lies beyond the limits of traditional snare 
drum design. This extraordinary instrument is the realization 
of a dream: to build a totally live, touch-reactive snare drum... 
with the ability to voice every nuance of a player’s personality.
Featuring Rogers’ famous, floating snare rail system, the 
Dyna-Sonic is a masterwork in sonic design - painstakingly 
crafted to modern specs for build quality and consistency. 
Drop-dead gorgeous - appointed with high-luster chrome hard-
ware, Beavertail lugs, Clockface throw-off and select classic 
finishes.  Take your playing to the next level - with pin-point 
responsiveness, feel and tone that you’ll only get from a dual 
live-head snare drum. 
The Rogers Dyna-Sonic - the Legend Returns.

The Beavertail Dyna-Sonic is available in both 
5” x 14” and 6.5” x 14” sizes.  The shells 
are Rogers’ proprietary formula 5-ply North 
American hardwoods with reinforcement rings.  
10-lug profile & original triple-flanged hoops.



Inspired by Rogers’ legacy of innovation, our new lightweight Dyno-Matic hardware series excels in 
style and function at a fraction of the weight. All models feature Rogers’ trademark Swan Leg base 
and Deco-Grip feet which make stand placement simple and solid - without getting in the way. With 
beautiful design appointments and modern features, the new Dyno-Matic hardware is a perfect blend 
of vintage Rogers styling with the strength and adjustability of modern construction.  
A perfect addition to any drum set-up.

RDH6
Snare Stand 
Swan Leg Base

RDH7
Hi-Hat Stand 
Swan Leg Base RDH10

Cymbal Stand 
Swan Leg Base 

RDH8
Throne
Swan Leg Base 

RAFHHC
Fast Change
Hi-Hat Clutch 



RP100 - Dyno-Matic Bass Drum Pedal 
Already a top-seller, the new Rogers Dyno-Matic pedal is much more than just a 
stunning tribute to its famous older brother, the Rogers ‘Swivo-Matic’.  This unique, 
precision-crafted instrument advances many of the original pedal’s pioneering 
features into the 21st Century.  Loaded with user-friendly controls and extra fine- 
tuning capabilities, the Dyno-Matic is an ultra-versatile, nouveau classic.

Rogers offers an ever-growing selection of authentic replacement parts for original, and current Dyna-Sonic drums & the Dyno-Matic Pedal  

5SLOGO
Script Logo Badge

4440
Internal Tone Control

590R
Clockface Strainer

4723RT
Snare Rail End Caps

590RB
Swivo-matic Butt End

9291
Snare Rail Tensioner

3917R
B&B DieCast Lug

9324-25
DSonic Snare Gates

4856R
Beavertail Center Lug

4298R
DSonic Bottom Hoop

4858R
Beavertail Small Lug

4297R
DSonic Batter Hoop

4723
Snare Rail Complete

RP-100B
Quick-Flip Beater

4854R
Beavertail Large Lug

4409
Rogers Drum Key

4466
Rail Snare Wires

RA-TS
Pedalboard Toe-Stop

• Fully-adjustable to fit bass drums from 18” to 30”

• Independent chain cam, beater hub and spring arm movement for 
    unlimited  combinations of beater and pedalboard positioning

• Easy one-hand spring adjustment while playing 

• Lever action, quick engage/ release hoop clamp

• Quick flip, dual-surface beater

• Adjustable Toe-stop, and much more!

distributed by Big Bang Distribution • 800-547-6401
For the latest information, videos and more, visit: RogersDrumsUSA.com


